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Abstraet. We introduce the reduction fthe rank of a linear differential system as the unique solution 
of a natural problem and we relate itto the formal meromorphic classification (normal forms) and to 
the convergent meromorphic classification (Stokes matrices). The reduction ofthe rank makes sense 
for connections as well. 
dY 
The reduction of the rank is a procedure which, to a linear differential system dz - 
z r - lA (z )Y ,  where A is analytic at z = oe, with Poincar6 rank r, associates a linear dif- 
dY = l _A( t )y  ' where A is analytic at t = c~, with Poincar6 rank one. ferential system dt r 
One chooses the variable t = z r and enlarges the dimension of the system r times by letting 
Y = (Y, zY, . . . ,  z r - l y )  ([T63], [Lu721, [BJL82]). 
In Section 1, we introduce the reduction of the rank as the unique solution of a natural problem 
(Thin. 1.1). We develop afew properties of those systems which are rank-reduced and we show 
that the notion makes ense on connections. 
In Section 2, we observe that the formal classification (without using any algebraic extension 
of the base field) can be stated in terms of rank-reduced systems of a special type. Using 
the properties of rank-reduced systems we reformulate the proof of the theorem of formal 
classification by W. Balser, W.B. Jurkat; D. Lutz ([BJL79]). 
In Section 3, we make explicit in matrix form the connection between formal fundamental 
solutions of the initial system and formal fundamental solutions of the rank-reduced system. 
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The fundamental solution V(t) (Thm. 1. I) which is the most natural from a theoretical point 
of view is not adapted to certain calculations. Using the formal fundamental solution denoted 
by Y(t) (Prop. 3.3.2) we describe an explicit easy algorithm to answer the following question: 
how to determine linear differential equations satisfied by the series ~)J = ~,~ aj+~mz -m when 
{I = ~,~ a~z -m satisfies a given differential equation? 
In Section 4, we make explicit he connection for Stokes matrices. 
All over this paper we denote by K = C [[z- 1]] [z] the field of formal meromorphic series in z -  1 
and by K = C{z-1}[z] the subfield of the convergent ones and we consider linear differential 
systems with coefficients in K. 
Recall that a K-connection (V, V) is a finite dimensional K-vector space V with a C-linear 




It is represented by a linear differential system operator A = ~zz - A(z) with coefficients in K 
in any K-basis of V. A change of K-basis with matrix P changes A into A' = P- lAP  and 
this corresponds toapplying a gauge transformation Y ~ PY  to the system AY = 0. 
A K-connection (V, V) determines a formal connection, i.e., a/(-connection, (I5", ~z) by 
extending the scalars: V = V ®K K and V = V ®K /£. The connections (V, V) and (I/, ~r) 
are represented bythe same system operator if one chooses in I) the/f-basis (el ® 1,. . .  el ® 1) 
when the chosen K-basis of V is (e l , . . . ,  ¢,~). 
Two systems AY = 0 and A'Y  = 0 of dimension are said K-equivalent (resp. / ( -  
equivalent) if there is a gauge transformation Y ~ FY  where F E GL(n, K) (resp. F C 
GL(n,/())  changing A into A', i.e., if A' = F-1AF.  This means that they represent K-  
isomorphic (resp. K-isomorphic) connections, or, a same connection i  two different K-basis 
(resp. K-basis). We denote A ~K A' (resp. A ---R A'). 
In the sequel, having effective calculations in mind, we preferably work with systems. 
1. r-reduction of differential systems and of connections 
We choose r E N* and we denote now the given n-dimensional system by 
d 
- -y  = z~- lA(z)y 
dz 
where A(z) = E A[m]z-m is meromorphic atz = c~. 
m~ra0 
The Poincar6 rank of the system is equal to r in the case when m0 = 0 and A[0] ¢ 0; otherwise, 
when A[mo] ¢ 0, the Poincar6 rank is r - m0. 
Let t = z r and z = p/T be a r ~h root of t. 
For g = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1, we denote Ae(t) = E A[g + rra]t -~ so that 
m 
A(z) = A°(S)  + z - lA l (z  ~) +. . .  + z-(r-1)Ar-l(zr). 
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Theorem 1.1. There exists a unique system 
dY  1A( t )Y  = 0 
A~Y=-  dt r 
having meromorphic oefficients at t = oo and n linearly independent vector solutions of 
the form 
Y(t '/~) ] 
V( t )  = t ' /W(t l / ' )  
where Y(z)  is a fundamental solution of AY  = O. 
The matrix V(t)  = Iv(t) V(te 2~) ... V(te2~(~-l)~)] is a fundamental solution of the 
system "A~Y = 0 and the matrix A reads 
A(t) = 
"AO~.O[ TA1 r--1 7A1 r-2 
A 1 AO+~I .iA1 ~-1 
A 2 A 1 A°+~I  
" " .  " . .  
A t -1  . . . . . .  
. .  . ° .  
. .  . .  
. .  " . .  
•. A O + ~ i  
A 1 
. . .  A 2 
where, for short, A °, ml,.., stands for A°(t), A: ( t ) , . . .  
• . . 1A1 
}At-, ~Ar-~ 
A°+-~I  7A1 r-1 
A 1 Ao+-v-~I 
In compact notation, the matrix A(t) = [Aj,k(t)] is blocked into the n × n matrices 
{ Aj,k(t) = ~m A[j - k + rm]t -m for 1 < j =fi k < r 
Aj,j(t) = ~,~A[rm]t -m + ( j -  1)It -1 for 1 < j  < r. 
Proof. Existence: Once we know the matrix A a direct verification shows that it satisfies the 
required conditions. To set up the matrix A itself one can proceed by elimination: split Y into 
dY 
r column vectors Y0,- -. ,  Yr-1 of size n and compute - -~  in terms of t and Y. The elimination 
of the fractional powers of t using the relations 
dy o _ 1 1 r 
dt r A(t / )Yo 
Yk = tl/~y~_l for k=l , . . . , r -1  
directly produces the matrix A(t)  ([T63]). 
Unicity: Let A'~Y = 0 be a system satisfying the required conditions. As the system A-'~Y = 0 
has meromorphic coefficients and the columns of V(t) are solutions of ~--Ty = 0 then, for all 
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k c Z, the columns of V(te 2k~) are also solutions. Since the columns of V(t) are linearly 
independent then, also are the columns of V(te 2k~) for all k E Z. It is sufficient to prove that, 
all together, the columns of V(te 2kÈ~) for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1 are linearly independent. 
To this end, we consider the fractional gauge transformation S with matrix 
S( t  l / r )  = 
0 . . . . . .  0 [t-l+} 
ft} ' .  0 
0 "'. "'. 
; ",,  ' . .  " .  : 
0 -. .  0 ~rt~ 0 
and we note that, for all k C Z and denoting w = e 2"~/r, S and V satisfy the relation 
s(tl/r)V(te2kTri ) _~_ ~j-kv(te2kTri). 
Thus, the gauge transformation S(t 1/~) acts linearly on the vector space of the solutions generated 
by the columns of V(t)  and, for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1, the columns of V(te 2k~) are n linearly 
independent eigenvectors of S(t V~) corresponding to the distinct eigenvalues w -k. Hence the 
result. [] 
Note that A-'~Y = 0 is uniquely determined whatever the choice of a r th root z = t 1/~ of t 
has been made. 
Definition 1.2. We call A-'TY = 0 the r-reduced system associated to AY = 0. We call V(t) 
a r-reduced initial solution and V(t) a r-reduced fundamental solution. 
When the system Ay  = 0 has Poincar6 rank r the system A-'~Y = 0 has Poincar6 rank one. 
To a solution of Ay  = 0 with levels rl  < r2 < ""  < r, (hence (rl, r2, • • •, r,)-summable) there 
correspondr solutions of A-'~Y 0 with levels rl  rs rs ( r l  r2 r r )  = - -<- -<- . .<- - (hence  , - , . . . ,  - 
r r r r 
2kTr~ summable); one such solution appears in each set V(te ) for k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1. 
Corollary 1.3. Characterization f r-reduced systems 
A nr-dimensional system ~ry  =_ dY  1-A(t)Y = 0 with meromorphic oefficients i  
dt r 
a r-reduced system if and only if~ for any choice of a r th root t 1/~ of t, it is left invariant 
by the fractional gauge transformation S( tl/r), i.e., it satisfies the invariance equation 
dS(tV )a7 - - 
Proof In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we showed that ~-~Ty = 0 is invariant under the gauge 
transformation S(t l/r) for a given but arbitrary choice t ~/~ of a r ~h root of t. Actually, since for 
all k, S(wkt 1/~) = wkS(t 1/r) the invariance for one choice t 1/r is equivalent to the invariance 
for any other choice wkt 1/T. 
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Conversely, if ~--ry = 0 is left invariant by the gauge transformation S(tl/r), then S(t 1/T) 
acts linearly and bijectively on the space of the formal solutions of A-'TY = 0. The induced 
linear map is diagonalizable (ithas minimal polynomial T ~ - 1 = 0) and has the eigenvalue 1 
with multiplicity n (it has characteristic polynomial (T ~ - 1) ~ = 0). There exist then n linearly 
independent formal solutions that are also left invariant hence of the required form V(t). The 
existence of a r-reduced fundamental solution V(t) results from the analyticity of A(t) in the 
variable t. [] 
Proposition 1.4. r-reduction of equivalent systems 
r-reduction is compatible with meromorphic (resp. formal meromorphic) equivalence. 
Proof Let Y(z) and Y'(z) = F(z)Y(z) where F(z) E GL(n, K) (resp. GL(n,/()) be formal 
fundamental solutions of two given equivalent systems. Since F has no formal monodromy ~" and 
]y, have the same matrix of formal monodromy defined by ]?(ze 2~i) = ]?(z).~/. Consequently, 
the associated r-reduced fundamental solutions V(t) and V'(t) of the r-reduced systems have 
the same matrix of formal monodromy equal to 1~ = . . Factoring W(t) in 
°o 
- , .  f~  
V'(t) = F(t)V(t) this means that F(t) has no formal monodromy. On another hand, due to 
the form of V(t) and V'(t) ,  the factor F(t) does not depend on Y but only on F and is a series 
in tI/L These two properties imply that F is a series in t. Obviously, when F is convergent, F 
also. [] 
With this result he following definition makes sense: 
N 
Definition 1.5. A connection (V, 2 7) is the r-reduced connection of a connection (V, 27) if it 
can be represented by the r-reduced system of a system representing (V, V). 
We state now a few elementary properties of r-reduced systems. 
Let A, A ' , . . .  denote system operators meromorphic atz = c~. 
Recall that the notation A --~c A'  means that A and A' are C-equivalent, i.e., they are related 
by a gauge transformation in GL(n, C). 
Proposition 1.6. Elementary properties of r-reduced systems 
(i) Direct sum: A' • A" ~c A '~ ® ~r  
(ii) Iterated reduction: A ~' 
Proof. (i) Let Y'(z) and Y"(z) denote fundamental solutions of A'Y = 0 and A"y  = 0. The 
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 tltr I Y tJ 1 
initial r-reduced solutions V'(t) @ V"(t) = tV*Y'(tl/~) P/rY"(t I /~) and V(t)  : @ : = 
t(~-,)/~y,(tl/~) ¢~-,)/~y,,(p/T) 
z'(t ~I~) • v,,<l~) ] 
t i l r(pt(t l l r)  ® Y"(t l / r))  | 
] are equal up to a permutation of their rows. We conclude using 
l 
t(~-i)i~(Y'(tll,) ® y.(pl~))J 
the unicity in Theorem 1.1. 
(ii) Let u = z r' and t = u r" = z ~'r'' and let Y(z )  denote a fundamental solution of AY = O. 
~rt¢  
The systems A-'~' Y = 0 and A'~'~"Y = 0 are both meromorphic in t with the reduced 
v(t~lr'~") 
t l lr ' ,"y(pl~'~") 
solution t(~'-l)/~'~"Y(t 1/~'~'') . We conclude again using the unicity in Theorem 1.1. [] 
t~l~"y(t*l~'~" ) 
',~'~"-l)l¢<y(tV~'~" ) 
In the case of systems in special forms we can state more precise formulae. We formulate a
few of them that we will use in the next sections. 
Given p a polynomial or a function of z let D p denote the operator deduced from D by the 
scalar shift Y ~-+ ePY and simplification by e v. When D is meromorphic so is D p. 
Proposition 1.7 Further properties in special cases 
Let D be an operator regular singular at z = co. 
d A then -~r d 7~ where 7k r-1 • . . . . .  %=0(1 +as). (i) When D-  dz z dt t 
= Dp for p (z )= p'(z~"). 
(iii) Minimal algebraic extension: 
Let p(z) e ~C[z]. gp(Y') e z'l~'C[z 1/~'] and r' < r then, 
• r = r'r" (r, r', r" are integers) and 
• 1)"p~ = D'v' where t D' = -~r" 
When r' is minimal (for the condition p(z Ur) E zl/~'C[zVT']) the orbit of p'(z) 
under z ~-+ e2~ri/r'z has length r'. 
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(iv) Changing p in its orbit under z ~ e27ri/rZ without changing A: 
d A 
Let D - dz z and p(z) E zC[z]. 
If p'(z) = p(e2~i/r z) then D~J ~=c D p--'7~. 
(v) Changing the matrix A without changing p: 
d A d A' 
- -  - -- and D' . . . .  be C-equivalent systems Let p(z) C zC[z] and let D = dz z dz z 
operators (A ~ = P - lAP  and P constant invertible). 
Then,  D p~c and ~D ~ are C-equivalent. 
Proof. (i) is straightforward. (li) results from Proposition 1.6.ii by letting Y(z)  = X(z)e p(z) in 
the proof. (iii) is a reformulation of (ii) and (v) is a special case of Proposition 1.4. 
I n  q 
(iv) Denote w e 2~i/~ and V(t) tl/;I~ I : : th/reP(t~/~) the initial r-reduced solutions 
/ 
~(r-1)/rln j 
of ~Y = 0 associated to the fundamental solution Y(z)  = z A of DY = O. The gauge 
transformation Y = ®~-lo(wA+JIm)Z changes the solutions V(e~it) of ~Y = 0 into the 
initial r-reduced solutions V'(t) =- i th/~eP'(t~/~) of Dp Z = O. We conclude using 
Lt(~-a)/~l.J 
the unicity in Theorem 1.1. [] 
We ask now the question of turning back to the initial system. 
Proposition 1.8. Back to the initial system. 
dY 1 A( t )Y  = 0 is the r-reduced system associated to a A r-reduced system ~ry  =_ dt r 
dY  
unique system AY  =- dz zr-~ A(z )Y  = O. 
Let the unknown nr-dimensional column vector Y in ~Ty  = 0 split into r column 
vectors Yo,. . . ,  Yr-1 of dimension . Then, AY  = 0 is the system in the unknown n- 
r--] 
dimensional column vector Y(z)  : E Yk(Zr)Z-(~-l)" 
k=O 
Proof. Split the set of the first n column vectors in A(t) in square blocks A°(t), Al ( t ) , . . . ,  
Ar-l(t). The matrix z~-lA(z) of AY = 0 is given by A(z) = A°(z r) + z - IA I (Z )  + . . .  + 
z-(~-a)A~-l(z~). Hence its unicity. 
Given a column vector Y(t )  and a r ~h root z = t I/r of t the column vector X( t )  = Y( t )  + 
S(t l / r )Y(t)  +. . .  + S(t l /~)r- lY(t)  is a fixed point of s(tx/~). Therefore, the first n component 
of X(z  ~) satisfy Ay  = 0 when Y(t )  satisfies A-'rY = O, [] 
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In conclusion of this section, we make the following remarks. We call, as usually, level of a 
system any of the (may be fractional) degrees of its determining polynomials (See Theorem 2. I) 
and we say that the system belongs to the unramified case if none of its determining polynomials 
requires an algebraic extension of the variable z; otherwise, we say that it belongs to the ramified 
case. 
We note that, by means of r-reduction, we can change any integer level to 1. Since an adequate 
ramification z = t" can change all levels into integers, we are then able to normalize any given 
level to 1. However, it must be noticed that, doing so, the other levels are not kept integers 
in general and, evenso we start with a system Ay  = 0 belonging to the unramified case, the 
r-reduced system ~--ry = 0 belongs to the ramified case in general. 
We note also that, since ~--Ty = 0 is uniquely determined from AY = 0 and reciprocally, 
the systems ~--ry = 0 and Ay  = 0 are equivalent datas. In particular, fundamental solutions 
of both systems can be seen as a rewriting of each other (Prop. 3.1). Also, as algebraic and 
meromorphic operations preserve a Stokes phenomenon, their Stokes phenomena are equivalent; 
however these Stokes phenomena appear in different forms (Prop. 4.2). 
2. Formal classification 
In this section we link the formal meromorphic classification together with r-reduction and we 
rewrite a proof of the unramified version of the formal classification theorem close to those in 
([BJL79]). 
Recall that K = C[[z-1]][z] denotes the field of formal meromorphic series in z -1 and 
K = C{z-1}[z] the subfield of the convergent ones. Two systems Ay  = 0 and A'Y = 0 are 
said K-equivalent (resp. /(-equivalent) if there exists F E GL(n, K) (resp. F E GL(n, K)) 
such that F-1AF = A ~. The formal (meromorphic)classification of differential systems is the 
classification modulo K-equivalence. We recall that Aq denotes the operator deduced from A 
by the scalar shift Y ~ eqY and division by e q. 
We denote by /~ = K(u) (resp. K~ = K(u)) the finite algebraic extension of /~ (resp. K) 
by u = zl/~,r C N*. 
The formal classification has first been made by allowing gauge transformations with coeffi- 
cients in an adequate finite algebraic extension/(~. In terms of systems this approach is mostly 
due to Turrittin ([T55]) and Wasow ([Wa]) with improvements byN. Katz, A.H.M. Levelt . . . .  In 
terms of equations it has been developed by Fabry (thesis 1885), B. Malgrange ([M79]), Robba 
([RS0]) . . . .  We refer to as the ramified formal classification. 
We choose here the language of systems. The method consists then in choosing in each class 
a system called a normal form with a fundamental solution adequately normalized. One can 
state: 
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Theorem 2.1. Classification over a finite algebraic extension of K. 
d A(z) with coefficients in K there exist." Given a system operator A = ~z - 
- a finite algebraic extension [f~ of minimal degree r, 
- finitely many polynomials qy(u) either 0 or in uC[u] where u = zl/L 
d Aj where Aj is a constant matrix, - and regular singular operators Dj = du u 
such that A is Kr-equivalent to a direct sum 
Ao = OD~ s . 
J 
The decomposition is unique up to K~-equivalence. 
The unicity up to K~-equivalence means that the determining polynomials qj are uniquely 
determined, also their multiplicity mj, hence, the dimension of Di; the Jordan form of the 
matrices Aj is uniquely determined except for the eigenvalues that are determined ineach Jordan 
block up to an integer. 
In terms of solutions, Theorem 2.1 asserts that there exists a formal fundamental solution of 
Ay  = 0 of the form 
(2.1) IX(z) = [I(z)zAe O(~) 
where 
• Q(z) = @jey qg(z)Imj and, for all j ,  qj(z) C zX/r~C[[zl/rJ]]; we assume, in addition, that 
q3 ~ qk when j :# k, that for all j ,  rj is chosen minimal and the roots are chosen in a 
compatible way: if r denotes the 1.c.m. of the rj's then z 1/~j = (zl/T)r/~J; 
• A =- @jEjAj is a constant matrix commuting with Q; 
•/2/belongs to GL(n,/fr).  
In the unramified case, i.e., the case where all qj's belong to C[z], then, r is equal to 1, the 
factor/2/(z) belongs to GL(n, [() and the system Ay  = 0 is/(-equivalent to (~j D~ j where, 
d A3 is meromorphic n the variable z. Otherwise, this property does not for all j ,  DA = dz z 
hold. 
The classification over/£ is somewhat more involved like is the Jordan decomposition of
real matrices over the real numbers. It has been first proved by W. Balser, W. Jurkat, D. Lutz 
([BJL79]) that, with an adequate choice of A, the matrix/7/(z) can be chosen in GL(n, r~). 
This, in turn, gives rise to more complicated normal forms where, for instance, A and Q do not 
commute anymore. 
Alternative treatments can be found in ([BV83]), ([Le99]), ([SvP]) . . . .  
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Theorem 2.2. Classification over/(  itself. 
d _ A(z) with coefficients in t£ there exist: Given a system operator A = ~z 
- finitely many polynomials pk(uk) E ukC[u~] in an algebraic extension uk = z 1/~k o) 
minimal degree ra, 
and regular sin9ular operators Dk d Ak - - rk - -  where Ak is a constant matrix, 
duk uk 
such that A is t£-equivalent to a direct sum 
Ao = 5IZ ~ k.L) ~ k • 
k 
The decomposition is unique up to K-equivalence. 
In the case when Pk E zC[z] including the case when pk = 0 then D~ k ~ D~ k. Thus, in the 
unramified case where all Pk belong to zC[z], the two theorems coincide. 
Definition 2.3. Any system in the K-equivalence class of A0 is called a normal form for A. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Existence: 
We start with a formal fundamental solution Y(z) = H(z)zAe Q(z) of ~Y  = 0 given by 
Theorem 2.1 and we want to change it into an adequate one by means of gauge transformations 
in/~-. 
We note first that, because A has coefficients in/ (  and not in/~'~, the substitution z ~-+ ze  2~i  (a  
formal oop around ~)  acts on Q as a permutation R. In particular, the determining polynomials 
qj in a same orbit appear with a same multiplicity. We order the qj's so that his permutation R is 
decomposed into (multi-dimensional) cycles R = OkRk and, correspondingly, Q = OkQk. To 
be precise, we choose ach Rk of the form Rk = Pk, @ Ira, where Pk, is the U-dimensional cyclic 
permutation matrix pk, -- . . and where m ~ is the multiplicity of the polynomials 
• ' '  1 
qj involved in this cycle. The direct sum OkQk is compatible with the splitting Ojs j  qjI~j of Q 
into the different qj's; i.e., each Qk is a sum O~eJ, qjI~j where J~ is a subset of J. 
We reduce then the problem to the case when R itself is cyclic: R = p ® I,~ (p a cyclic 
permutation) by showing that, up to/£-equivalence, we can split the matrix ]Y(z) according to 
the splitting Q = O~Qk of Q. 
Denote ~(z) =/2/(z)z A and/~ the matrix of the formal monodromy of ]~ defined by 
The matrix eQ(z)J~e-Q(ze~) ~--- eQ(~)f4R-Ie-Q(~)R being equal to the formal-logarithmic 
matrix ~-1 (z)~(ze2~) has no exponential terms and, consequently, IV/R -1 reads .~/R -1 = 
Ojez Adj according to the splitting Q = ®j~j q3In~ of Q in the different qj's. Then, ~/ = 
( @jeJ J~j)J~ splits into a direct sum M = Ok 3~'/k according to the splitting R = Ok R~ of R. 
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Choosing alogarithm 27riL = ®k 27riLk of ®k h]rk then ~(Z)Z -L has no formal monodromy and 
necessarily belongs to K. This means that !?(z) is/(-equivalent to®kzLke Qk(~) and, therefore, 
answers the claim. 
Note, in addition, that ~ itself satisfies t~(ze 2~i) = t~(z)iQ. 
From now, we assume that R is cyclic : R = p~ ® I,~ where p~ is a r-dimensional cyclic 
permutation as above. Consequently, ~" reads 
~'(z) = ¢(z)e Q(z) where Q(z) = ®jez/~z (q(ze2~rJi)lm) 
and Q(ze 2~:~) = R-1Q(z)R. 
We begin by normalizing Y so that its monodromy be of the form 
r--}- = (%=o7)n 
where 7 is a m × m constant invertible matrix as follows: 
Let t~ = [~0 .-. ~-1]  denote a splitting of t~ into r sets of rn columns. We can choose t~ 
so that ~i(ze 2'~i) = ~j+l (z) for all j = 0, . . . ,  r - 2 and since q~-l(ZJ ~) = qo(z), necessarily, 
there exists a constant invertible matrix C 6 GL(m, C) such that ~_l (ze  2~i) = (Po(z)C. If C 
is the identity then the claim is fulfilled by taking 7 = id. If not, we choose a r th root 7 of C 
and we replace 1?(z) by 
?(z) (e;:o 
and, hence, ~(z) by ~(z) (e;-~ ~-J) since the matrices 0;__-01 ~-5 and Q commute. We keep 
denoting ?(z) and 
We consider now a logarithm 2~riA of 7 and the logarithm 
27riJ 27riU-a( ~-1 ! ) = O j=0 I~  U 
of R. We denote here by U the matrix U = '12(1, e2~//~,..., e 2=~(~-a)/~) ®[m where the matrix 
]2(1, e2~/L...  ,e 2~(~-1)/~) is the Van der Monde matrix built on 1, e2~/~,..., e2~(~-l)/L Using 
the fact that the matrices ®~__-1 7 and U commute the matrix of monodromy of ~(z)U -1 turns 
• ^ r - 1  " 
out to be exp27ri( ®~_01 (A + ~I,~)). Then, ~ is of the form ~(z) = (b(z)z% =o (~+z1~)U where 
~;(z) E GL(rm, I?(). 
In conclusion, under the hypothesis that a formal oop z ~ ze 2~i acts cyclically on the different 
qj's, the system Ay  = 0 is/(-equivalent to the system A0Y = 0 a fundamental solution of 
which is 
(2.2) Ho(z) = z ~:j° (A+~Sm)Ue*;;~ q(z~2~') 
Identifying Ho(z)( - r -1 2~jaT ~j=0 e ira) with the r-reduced fundamental solution V(t)  in Theorem 
1.1, we get A0 = D '7  where p(u) = q(u ~) and where D is t he regular singular system 
d rA 
D - - -  with a fundamental solution u ~A. 
du u 
Note that, clearly, the system A0Y = 0 has coefficients in C[z, z-l]. 
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Unicity: 
Let A0 ~" ~ be a normal form for A. 
Using Proposition 1.7.iii we can assume that the algebraic extensions uk = z t/~k are of 
minimal degree rk so that, for all k, pk(uk) is not a polynomial in any higher fractional power 
uk = z 1/~, s < rk of uk and the orbit of pk(uk) under uk H e2~/~u k has length rk. Using 
Proposition 1.7.iv and Proposition 1.6.i we can assume that the orbits Of the different pk are 
distinct. Since, from Theorem 2.1, systems with different determining polynomials cannot be 
K-equivalent, it is sufficient to consider the case of just one term A0 = D'~.  The unicity results 
then from Lemma 2.4 below. [] 
d rh  d rA' 
- -  - - -  and D' = where the matrices A and A' are Suppose we are given D = du u du u 
m x m constant matrices. 
Let r > 1 and let p(u) and p'(u) be polynomials in uC[u] with an orbit of length r under 
U ~"  e27ri/rU, 
Denote z the variable in D p~*" and D 'p'-~;~. 
Lemma 2.4. The following assertions are equivalent: 
i: DP~" ~-- D 'p--'-;~ - -K  
Moreover, when these conditions are satisfied then D'~ ~K D "-7~. 
Proof. • ii ~ i is trivially true. 
• i ~ ii: From Theorem 2.1, p and p' generate the same orbit under z ~ e2~z and, by 
means of a constant gauge transformation, we can assume that p = p' (Proposition 1.7.iv). 
Let V ( z) = W ( z)e Q(z) and V'  (z) = W'  (z)e Q(z) denote r-reduced fundamental solutions of 
D '~Y = 0 and D'rP~Y = 0 respectively. By assumption, there exist F (z )  E GL(mr,  K)  and 
C E GL(mr,  C) such that 
(2.4.1) W(z)e ~(z) = P(z)W'(z)eQ(z)c. 
Necessarily, C commutes with e Q(z), otherwise Q(Z)Ce-Q(z) would contain exponential terms, 
and (2.4.1) implies 
(2.4.2) W(z )  = F (z )W' (z )C .  
Thus, D-'~ and D 7~ are/~-equivalent. Since they are regular singular they are then K-equivalent 
and $'(z) is convergent. Hence the Lemma. [] 
Recall that a r-reduced system is r-reduced for a unique system. Thus, given the system 
- - r  d A 
Dp , then p and D are unique. However, we can give p and D . . . .  different values 
du u 
producing K-equivalent systems Dp--~: actually, we can give p any of the r values in its orbit 
under u Hue 2~i/r and A can be any matrix C-equivalent to a given Jordan matrix, except for 
the eigenvalues which can differ from integers in each Jordan irreducible block. 
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Coro l la ry  2 .5 .  
dy  _ A(z)Y  = 0 meromorphic at infinity of dimension 1. To any system AY  =- z 
there is a normal form AoY = 0 where 
(2.5) = @ 
k 
and, for all k, 
• Pk E ukC[ukJ and uk = z 1/~k is an algebraic eztension of minimal degree, 
d Ak 
• Dk = ~--rk- -uk and Ak = AkImk +Nk is an irreducible Jordan matrix satisfyin9 
the condition 0 <_ ReAk < ±. 
rk  
In particular, to any system AY  = 0 there is a formal fundamental solution 
['(z)zne Q(~) where the matriz A is constant, Q is polynomial and diagonal and where 
F(z) belongs to GL(n, [4). However, ezcept in the unramified case where rk = 1 for 
all k, the matrices A and Q do not commute. 
2. The 4-tuples (rk, ink, [Pk], Ak) satisfying the conditions: 
• r~ and rnk are positive integers and ~k  mk= n, 
• ~9~] is a rk-long orbit under uk ~ e2~/~kuk of a polynomial qk C ukC[uk] in the 
variable uk = z 1/T~, 
1 
• Ak E C satisfies 0 < ReAk < - -  
rk 
form a full set of formal meromorphic invariants for AY  = O. 
Proof. 1. A system A0 = ®D~ "-' Tk where, for all k, the degree rk of the extension u~ = z 1Irk is 
minimal and where Dk d Ak = - -  - rk - - is given by Theorem 2.2. By means of a constant gauge 
duk uk 
transformation, each Ak can be put in Jordan form and each ~-£r~ can be split according to 
the various irreducible Jordan blocks (Proposition 1.6.i). A monomial diagonal transformation 
allows then to satisfy the conditions 0 < rkReAk < 1. 
In the proof of the Theorem 2.2 a normal solution has been found as a direct sum of matri- 
ces Ho(z) like given in Formula (2.2). The C-equivalent normal solutions U-1Ho(z) provide 
solutions of the required form. 
2. Considering two normal forms given by Theorem 2.2 we know from Theorem 2.1 that heir 
determining polynomials are the same. Using the reductions above it is sufficient o compare 
~ d A D '= d A' 
- -  - r - - ,  the matrices A and A' normal forms D p r and D 'vr where D = ~u - ru  and du u 
being in Jordan form with eigenvalues Aj, A~, satisfying 0 _< ReAj, ReA}, < 3r. We know from 
Lemma 2.4 that, necessanly, D and D' r are K-equivalent. Hence the matrices @~-ol (A + r I,~) 
r--1 ! ! and ®3=o(A + Ira) are C-equivalent except for the eigenvalues that can differ from integers in 
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each Jordan block. Taking into account he normalizations of the eigenvalues, then the matrices 
A and A' are equal up to a permutation of their Jordan blocks. 
Reciprocally, any such finite collection of 4-tuples determines a normal form (2.5). [] 
3. Formal fundamental solutions with an algorithmic application 
In this section, we state the previous results in matrix form making explicit special sets of 
formal solutions and we give an algorithmic answer avoiding factorizations to the following 
problem: 
Given a power series f(z) = E f[m]z-~ solution of a linear differential equation Dy = 
rn>0 
aoy (~) +... + a~y = 0 and given an integer j ,  0 < j < r - 1, to determine a differential equation 
Day = 0 satisfied by the "subseries" of the terms r by r 
?(z) = f[j +  r]z 
m>_O 
We denote by 
• Ie the identity matrix of dimension e, 
• 02 ~- e2~rl/r~ 
• ® = 
• P ( 1, 02 , . . . ,  02 r - 1 ) the Vall der  Monde matr ix  bui l t  on 1, w, . . . ,  w r - I ,  
• UT,e(~) = V(1, w , . . . ,  w ~-1) ® h which we call multi-Van der Monde. 
• P = P~,~, ~,, the permutation that takes I~,, I~,,, -1 I~,, 1i~,,,." -, r - 11,~,, into 
r r r 
I~,,lI~,,.. r-l.I,,,I~,,,lIn,,, r-lI~,," 
r r r r 
We consider a n-dimensional meromorphic system 
dY 
AY =- dz zr-tA(z)Y = 0 
with a formal fundamental solution I2(z) = F(z)zae O(z) where/~(z) C GL(n, K) and we 
denote by A0Y = 0 the normal form of AY  = 0 with fundamental solution Y'0(z) = zae Q(z). 
We denote F (z )  =-- Y~r~ F[m] z-~ where, for m < m0, F[m] = 0 and F[rn0] ¢ 0. We recall 
that, after a convenient polynomial gauge transformation, we can even assume that mo = 0 and 
that F[m0] = In 
Given r and taking the terms r by r we write 
2(z) = P°(z~) + z-lPi(z r) + . . .  + z-(r-~) Pr-l(z ~) 
where, for all j ,  we denote _P~(z ~) = E,~ fi[J + mr] z-mL 
We denote t = z~; we let z = t 1/T be an arbitary r-root of t. 
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We are interested in the solutions of the r-reduced system A"~Y = 0 associated to Ay  = 0. 
We begin by giving ~'(t) in matrix form in the general case. We give a simpler form in the case 
when Ay  = 0 is unramified. We look then at the situation when AY = 0 is "partly" unramified 
and finally, at the situation when A"~Y = 0 is "partly" unramified with a level r. 
Propos i t ion  3.1. 
1. The r-reduced fundamental solution V(t)  of Ary  = 0 corresponding to Y(z)  reads 
~r(t) = P(t)~(t) 
where 
r--1 A+J l  . .  03 -1Q(wj t l / r )  ,~(t) ~%=o~ u~,.(~)( ~- l J " )e -  
= ~j=o 
is the r-reduced fundamental solution of Aoo~Y = 0 corresponding to Yo(z) and where 
P(t) = 
P°(t) [P~- ' ( t )  . . . . . .  +P~(t) 
P~(t) P°(t) ".. 
: " , .  " . .  " .  ; 
: ".. P°(t) ~P~-~(t) 
Pr-~(t) . . . . . .  P~(t) F°(t) 
2. When AY  = 0 belongs to the unramified case then A~Y = 0 admits the fundamental 
solution 
f t ' ( t )  = ~(t)(%=o~-a ~-j~) 
where 
= P( t ) ,~( t )  
~r--1 A~j  I ~r - l t~  / j t l / r~  
• ~ jmO'~r  n wj :0~w J 
a , ( t )  = ,~( t ) (  eS:o ~ ~_,A)  = t Ur,,,(~)e . 
Proof. 1. The proof is straightforward from the expression of V(t) in Theorem 1.1. 
2. In the case when Ay  = 0 is unramified then A and Q( J t  1/r) commute for all j and we 
~r-1  3A can take away the constants ~U~=o w . [] 
Remark 3.2. A formal fundamental solution of a given system can always be chosen as a direct 
sum of matrices of type ~b. 
We suppose that he normal form A0Y = 0 splits into two sub-systems A~y = 0 and Agy  = 0 
of dimension ' and n" respectively: A0 = A~ @ A~. Correspondingly, the normal solution 
Y0 splits into Y0 = ]?d ® Yd' where Yd(z) = zA'e Q'(z) and ]?~'(z) = zA"e Q'(z). We denote 
A = A' ® A" and Q = Q' @ Q" so that Y0(z) = zAe Q(z). We also use the obvious notations 
lY', ~' . . . .  
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Proposition 3.3. 
1. ff AroY = 0 belongs to the unramified ease then "ArY = 0 admits the fundamental 
solution 
.ff (¢,) = rfr(t)p ( @jr-l=o co-JA' • In"r)P -1 
where 
= P(t)e (t) 
= P • e -1 
(The constant matrix w ja' can be cancelled). 
2. If ~oorY = 0 belongs to the unramified ease then A~Y = 0 admits the fundamental 
solution 
Y( t )  = f£(t)P(Ur,.,(w) -1 @ I ."T)P- '  
= P( t ) ,9 ( t )  
where 
r - - lh  j ( r-- " 
~)(t) teJ=°7+J"P I,~,r @ Ur,n,,(w)(-r-1 jA"C~ = \ ~gj= Ow ))  P-le%=~O(Jtl/U 
(The constant matrices jA '  and Ur, w(w) can be cancelled). 
Proof. 1. results from the relations 
_ . @~-~Q, (~o~t l /~)  ~-~, ,~, J¢ /~ p-le@~=~Q(wJt~/~)P : e = • e ~=°~ ~ J 
~r- -1  "h - - r -1  .A t ~-1  ,An P-lw%=°3 P = w %=°J Gw %=°9 
and from the fact that we5 -~jA' and ee~ -~9'(~tv~) commute. 
2. The assumption that ~oo~Y = 0 belongs to the unramified case means that the determining 
polynomials in Q' are polynomials in z ~. In particular, A'Y -- 0 belongs to the unramified case 
and thus, ~Fy  = 0 has a solution of the form _J~'(t). The existence of a solution Y(t)  results 
from the relation 
P-~U~,~P = U~,w @ U~,w, 
and from the fact that, since Q'(w jtl/~) = Q'(t 1/~) for all j ,  the matrices U~,~, (w) and ee~ --~ q' (~jt~/9 
commute. [] 
This simplified form is useful for the calculation of the Stokes multipliers and suggests the 
following algorithm. 
An algorithmic application. 
Let Dy =_ ao(z)y (n) + ...  + a,~(z)y = 0 be a linear differential equation meromorphic at 
z = oo and having a power series olution f(z) = E f[m]z-'~" 
m_>0 
Given r and j E N such that 0 < j < r - 1 we look for a differential equation satisfied by 
? (z )  = + 
mkO 
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Algorithm: 
• Write down the companion system Ay  = 0 of Dy = 0 and its r-reduced system A-'rY = 0. 
• Apply the cyclic vector method to A"~Y = 0 with the starting vector (rj~+t,k)k=0 ....... the 
components of which are zero except he j r  + 1 th. This produces a differential equation 
Dig = 0 satisfied by fJ. 
Proof. A normal form A0Y = 0 splits into (A~) @ A~)Y = 0 where A~ has dimension at least 1 
with constant solutions (in the previous notations A' = 0, Q' = 0). Taking into account the form 
of/~(t) one sees that ]J (t) is the j r  + 1 ~n component ofa series olution of A"~Y = 0. [] 
4. Stokes matrices 
In this section we compare the Stokes phenomenon of a system AY = 0 and the Stokes 
phenomenon f the corresponding r-reduced system ~--ry = 0. 
We begin by recalling agood normalization for characterizing the Stokes phenomenon. Given 
A we fix a normal form AoY = 0 with a fundamental solution zAe Q(z) where Q = ®qkln~ and 
A = ®kAk. A formal fundamental solution of AY = 0 reads then 1)(z) = fi'(z)zAe Q(z) where 
b'(z) c GL(n, r~). The Stokes phenomenon f 1 ~ or, preferably, of ~' is due to the possible 
divergence of the series/~(z) and can be described as follows: 
Given a pair (qk, qe) of determining polynomials the anti-Stokes directions attached to 
(qk - qe)(z) = az ~ + O(z ~-1) are the s directions ~-q0,.-., a-~-i regularly distributed about 
z = ec where az s is real negative. For these directions we choose arguments a0, . . . ,  as-1 
satisfying 
0 ~ O~ 0 < " ' "  "~ as_  1 '~ 27r. 
Let SoG_ denote the space of germs of solutions of AY = 0 at ec in the direction _~. 
Given a non anti-Stokes direction a_ and a choice of an argument of _q_a, say a C [0, 27r[, we 
consider the natural realization of I) given by 
Y~(z) = F~_(z)z%Q(z) 
where, in z A, we choose argz close to a and where F~_(z) denotes the uniquely determined 
(multi-)sum of ,g" at __a. Such a realization determines a germ in SoG_ that we keep denoting Y~ 
and that we call the sum of f /a t  o~. 
Given an anti-Stokes direction _a and the choice of a C [0, 27r[, we consider the two lateral 
sums Y~- and Y~. obtained by letting ~ > 0 go to zero in Y~_~ and Y~+~. 
The Stokes phenomenon f/~ is characterized bythe collection, for all anti-Stokes directions 
_a_a, of the automorphisms 
{So l~ ~ SoG_ 
u~_: Y~-- ~ G+ 
that we call Stokes automorphisms relative to b" or to ~'. 
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Note that these automorphisms are not any possible asymptotic automorphism but special 
ones attached ina special way to the anti-Stokes directions. They are easily seen to be unipotent, 
i.e., the (u~_ - id) are nilpotent. They classify not exactly the systems Ay  = 0 in a given 
formal class but, a normal form A0Y = 0 being fixed, they classify all possible formal gauge 
transformations/~ modulo the convergent ones, i.e., the classes {fF  If E GL(n, K)} for all 
E GL(n, K) which changes Ao into a A with convergent coefficients. 
The classification of the systems Ay  = 0 themselves up to K-equivalence results from the 
previous classification by conjugacy by the (small) group of all gauge transformations f E 
GL(n, K) leaving A0Y = 0 invariant ([L-R94]). 
To be effective it is convenient to give the automorphisms u~ a matrix form by choosing, for 
all c~, a C-basis in Sol~. We make the choice of the lateral sums Yo- where a = arga is the 
principal argument 0 < a < 27r. 
Definition 4.1. We call Stokes matrices of Y the matrices of the Stokes automorphisms u~_ in 
the basis Yo- and we denote them by I~ + Co. 
The Stokes matrices are uniquely determined by the relations 
Yo+ = Yo- (I .  + Co) 
and they also characterize the Stokes phenomenon of ~' but they depend on the choice of a 
determination f the argument when the Stokes automorphisms donot. Since the automorphisms 
u~_ are unipotent the matrices C,~ are nilpotent. Denoting temporarily Q = ~- lq j  with possible 
equal qj's, a Stokes matrix C~ has the form Co = [ej,k] where cj,k = 0 when j = k and when c~ 
is not an anti-Stokes direction attached to qj - qk; otherwise cj,k is arbitrary. 
We extend the Stokes notation to any argument a by letting Yo+ = Y,- (I,~ + Co). But, unless 
otherwise specified, we assume that ct is the principal determination 0 _< c~ < 27r. In case c~ 
is not anti-Stokes then Co = 0 since then, Yo+ = Yo-. We use a similar convention for the 
r-reduced system ~'~Y = 0 and its r-reduced fundamental solution V (t): 
v a+(t) = va- ( t ) ( I~ + ca) .  
Proposition 4.2. With the previous convention and, for all ~ E R, the Stokes matrix Co~ 
at a = r~ satisfies 
r -1  
5=0 
Pro@ The choice of arg(z = t z/r) close to a implies argt close to ra  and arg( J t  1/~) close to 
27rj 
a + . Then, the relation 
r 
Y~+2~j/~+(Jt 1/~) = vo+2~j/~-(JP/~)(z~ + c~+2~j/T) 
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holds for j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1 and, consequently, 
V~+(t )  = V~- ( t )  (~  (I~ + C~+2~j/~)) . 
\ j=0  
[] 
We look now at the contributions of a given pair (qk, qe) of determining polynomials in the 
case when qk and qe are unramified and qt - qk has degree r. By means of a permutation we can 
assume that the pair is (ql, q2) and we are interested in the part of the Stokes phenomenon due 
to q2 - -  ql. 
We split a normal solution in zAe 0(~) = zA'e Q'(z) @ zA'e O''(z) where 
O'=ql I~ l@q2In~ (n '=n l+n2)  
A' = AI • A2 
and ql and q2 do not appear in Q". 
We can even further normalize ql and q2 to 
ql(z) = 0 
q2(z) = -z  ~ 
Indeed, a transformation Y ~ e -qa(~)Y changes ql into 0 and the new system still has meromor- 
phic coefficients. Then, taking a new variable u = z(bo + bl Z -1 +. . .  + b~z -~) which satisfies 
-u  r = q2(z) + O(z -1) changes q2(z) into -uL  We keep denoting the variable z. 
Under such a normalization, the r anti-Stokes directions ~-0, ch , . . . , -%-1  attached to  (q2 - 
2r  
= ( r -  1) LTr and there qJ (z )  have as principal arguments ao = 0, ch = - - , . . . , a~- i  
r r 
corresponds a unique anti-Stokes direction c% attached to (q2 - ql ) (w j t 1/~) for all j with principal 
argument O~o. 
For j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  r - 1, the matrix C~j relative to the solution Y(z) = F(z)zAe c2(~) of the 
initial system Ay  = 0 at a j  has the form 
O~tlXnl 
Caj = Ct~J 12,1 
On x r~ 2 
On2 xn2 
~:nrxn. 
where the stars contain the Stokes multipliers due to all qk - qe attached to a~ other than q2 - ql; 
in case no other qk - qe is attached to c~j then the stars are zero matrices. 
We denote 
~'J Ca312,1 On~xn2 
:~nlt Xn! ~kn//Xnt/ 
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r--1 From Proposition 4.2 we know that echo = ~3j=oCc~j and thus, we know how to read C~j 
in the Stokes matrix I,~ + Cc~o relative to the r-reduced fundamental solution l)'(t) of the 





and Stokes matrices 
for the initial system AY  = 0. 
( coo r -1 
j=0 
Anti-Stokes directions 
and Stokes matrices 
for the r-reduced system ~-~ry = 0. 
Figure 4.1. 
We want now to make explicit how to find C~o,. . . ,  C ' _  1 in the Stokes matrix I + Bclo 
relative to the fundamental solution Y(t) (Cf. Prop. 3.3.2). 
To better see the part due to q2 - ql we again apply the permutation P (Cf. the begining of 
Section 3) so that COco is changed into 
p-LCc~op = 
j=O~aj  ~n'rXn"r 




e l i  = JA 'C '  w-Y  = . 
c~y c03A2ca~I2 ~aJ -jh~ On1 xn2 
/~k 1 N-~r-1 cdkjtQ, s 
= A.~j =0 ~ aj 
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Proposition 4.3. The matriz B~o is the circulant matrix 
Bo B~-i . . .  Bi 
n l  no . . .  B 2 
B' Ot 0 = : '. : 
B r -1  nr -2  . . .  no  
Consequently, the partial Stokes matrices C~o, C~I,... ,C~_~ are obtained from Bc~o by 
solvin 9 the Van der Monde system 
C- k , + . . .+  = + w C', + ~2kC'~2 w(r-1)kC'~-~ rw-JAi3kwJA 
(4.3) 
fo rk=O, l , . . . , r -1 .  
Proof. The fundamental solutions V and Y of A-'~Y = 0 satisfy the relation 
^ - - r - I  -A t C YP(U~,~,(w)w%=oJ ®I~,,~)P -~. 
The Stokes matrices being defined by 
Vo~o+ = V~o-( l  +Co~o) and Y~o + = Y~o-( l  + B~o) 
then, 
~r-1 .A ~ p-1BaoP = (UT,~,(w)w% =o' ® I.,,~)p-lCc~o P 
r-- I  .A t 
( tD@/=°-3 Ur,nt(W) -1 ® [a"r) 
Shill X ~l r  ~n l l r  X ~l l  r 
Developing the product U~,~, (w)( ®j=o~-I j)U~,,v(w)-i yieds the circulant matrix built on 
no, . . . ,  Br -1 .  [] 
Since the matrices C' and Bk are of the form ~d 
C~ = and Bk= 
C~12, ~ On2xn~ /)~J2,~ 
the system (4.3) is also equivalent to the Van der Monde system 
O nlxn2 ] 
On X n 2 
{ Cao,2 1 nt-ogkCa121 q- o.)2kca212,1 -I-- - • • --}- Cd(r-1)kC :ro2-jA2j~kl2,1odJA1 
(4.3') , ,~r-il~,, 
fork = 0, 1 , . . . , r -  1. 
In conclusion, there are simple explicit formuhe between the Stokes multipliers of the initial 
system Ay  = 0 and the Stokes multipliers of the r-reduced system A-'~Y = 0 both relatively to 
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the r-reduced fundamental solution l ) ( t )  and to the simpler fundamental solution ]Y(t). Recall 
that the choice of IY(t) is useful for certain numerical calculations. 
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